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We offer solutions for industries like Oil and Gas, Pulp and 
Paper, Petrochemical, Mining, Offshore Companies and 

other sectors which operate complex industrial/process 
plants, and face integrity assets challenges such as:

HIGH COST OF 
ASSET INTEGRITY

TIME CONSUMING
INSPECTION TASKS

LARGE NUMBER OF
COMPONENTS

OPERATIONAL 
CONTINUITY

Challenges
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Objectives

Optimize inspection and Maintenance 
activities with full control of 

operations in a unique platform;

Reduce time and cost of the asset 
integrity management.
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COMPETITIVE

PRICES

TECHNICAL 
ASSISTANCE 

FOR EVERY 
PRODUCT

CUTTING

EDGE

TECHNOLOGY

PERSONALIZED 
HARDWARE 
ACCORDINGLY 
TO YOUR NEED

Hardware
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Hardware - Corrosion Coupon

Vidya’s Corrosion Coupons are 
fabricated according to ASTM 
D2688 and G1, from certified 
steels and cold process only. 
All their surfaces go through 
machining process, attending the 
highest quality standards.

Furthermore, all Coupons are 
individually packaged in vapor 
phase inhibited envelopes, and  
are certified in writing to show 
serial numbers and weights.

Vidya can make coupons in 
any configuration and from any 
material, whether provided by 
Vidya or by the customer.
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Hardware - IOT Data Logger

Using this device, you can gather internal 
corrosion data that’s sent directly to a 
control center that can be accessed from 
the Vidya Cloud platform in real time. The 
Vidya Data Logger automatically measure 
and store corrosion rate measurements 
of the probes. This technology allows 
decision making at the frequency the 
process requires.

The Vidya Data Logger have wireless 
communication using BlueTooth V5 and/or 
WirelessHart TM. 

It can store years of measurement data in 
memory, and you can access that data via 
Android App (tablets and smartphones) or 
Vidya Cloud.  Vidya Data Logger has Anatel 
and Inmetro Ex/ATEX certification.
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Hardware - IOT Data Logger
Check out the printscreen below, taken from Vidya Cloud, 
displaying some data collected by our Data Logger:
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Hardware - Eletrical Resistence Probe

The Vidya Electrical Resistance probe 
is compatible with standard 1 1/2 or 2” 
access fitting for mechanical or hydraulic 
connections. Personalized connection 
systems are also available. 

The Vidya E.R probe has high speed 
and resolution, providing minimal 
variation in corrosion rates within hours, 
even for low rates of corrosion. 

Vidya can manufacture the probes in 
several configuration and from several 
body dimensions and several electrodes 
materials, making it the ideal solution 
for your specific need, respecting the 
standards for operating temperature and 
pressure range of your process.
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Hardware - Accessories

Accessory commonly used in industrial pipes 
for installation of corrosion coupons and 
probes in a process where the pressure is up 
to 1500 PSI / 10,3 MPa and temperature up to 
500º F / 260º C. 

Using the Retractable Tool is possible to 
introduce and remove a coupon utilizing a 
permanent isolation valve. In that way, you 
don’t have to depressurize or constantly isolate 
the process, making it possible to monitor the 
corrosion during the normal operation. 

Used to suspend the corrosion coupons in the 
existent connection in the monitoring point. 
The Vidya Coupon Holder is projected to attend 
the most common applications, with various 
settings of connection, threads, materials, and 
lengths. If your process had specifics requests 
for this accessory, we can personalize it.  

Retractable Tool Coupon Holder
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Our Company is Trusted By
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smart technologies
for smart industries

TALK TO A SPECIALIST

https://meetings.hubspot.com/vidya-technology/meeting-with-vidya-technology?__hstc=165267104.c3835483812f6e18d12c5910e463d6fe.1589388831657.1590783707811.1590786801737.37&__hssc=165267104.1.1590786801737&__hsfp=2800931597
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCC_u7qCfaMm98qXfLTA7YVA/featured?disable_polymer=1
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCC_u7qCfaMm98qXfLTA7YVA/featured?disable_polymer=1
https://www.facebook.com/vidyatecYoutube: 
https://www.facebook.com/vidyatec
https://www.linkedin.com/company/3063174
https://www.linkedin.com/company/3063174
https://www.instagram.com/vidyatec/
https://www.instagram.com/vidyatec/

